VINtrack Stolen Vehicle Identification System & Liability Protection
VINtrack is the only stolen vehicle software detection system of its kind.
Just ONE stolen vehicle recovery will pay for the unit many times over. Even if
the vehicle is identified by the secondary number, the barcode needs to be
decoded to assist in identifying additional stolen vehicles, suspect MO and chop
shop operations. Auto thieves have become so sophisticated in their methods of
changing a vehicle’s identity by VIN-switching, re-tagging or cloning that the
best auto theft detectives throughout the country have to rely on VINtrack
systems to help identify stolen vehicles.
The FBI, NICB, US Customs, Auto Theft Task Forces Dealerships and Auction
Companies throughout the world use our systems to help identify stolen vehicles
and prevent liability. Hundreds, if not thousands, of vehicles have been recovered
with our systems.
Over a million vehicles are stolen in the United States each year worth over 7.5
billion dollars. With a recovery rate of less than 70% that leaves hundreds of
thousands of vehicles on our roads at any given time. Stolen Canadian Clone
vehicles and Mexican stolen vehicles have also inundated the market. A quick
and simple scan with VINtrack can save your agency hundreds of thousands
of dollars in liability issues from unknowingly verifying a VIN as good when
in fact it was a clone.
How does VINtrack work?
Protection is simple with VINtrack. Our systems arrive to you programmed and
ready to use out of the box with simple and easy to understand instructions.
Every vehicle inspected should be checked with VINtrack. Our complete packages can include both laser
scanning of the barcode and reading the electronic VIN stored in the vehicle’s computer; go to www.vintrack.com
for more information or call us at (888) 724-2597.
Every vehicle manufactured since 1990 has the VIN in a barcoded format. GM places the VIN on the public VIN
plate located beneath the windshield. These can be difficult, if not impossible for some systems to read. VINtrack
systems scan these with relative ease compared to most other scanning products on the market.
The VIN may also be stored in the vehicle’s on-board computer. Our new enhanced OBD VIN software is
capable of locating these VINs and displaying other potential vehicle problems and issues.
VINtrack makes it easy for the user to determine the legitimacy of a vehicle. Once scanned, the VIN is displayed
in an easy to read format. Any errors in the VIN are displayed in plain English with audible tones. VINtrack
checks for the 5 most common forms of Re-tagging, VIN-Switching and Cloning.
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VINtrack Software
With each scan the end-user will see a full VIN
decode with the Verified by VINtrack™ check.
The VIN decode will display up to 40 fields
including those pictured to the left. Additional
screens are available to add comments such as
vehicle condition and location. Data is easily
saved in a text format for easy uploading to
mainframe if desired. The PDA comes loaded
with VINtrack software and OBD VIN reader.

OBD VIN Software
Our OBD ECU VIN and data reading software is a complete
vehicle diagnostics program that also retrieves the Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) and other pertinent data from
OBD-II compliant vehicles (1996 and newer SAE J1979). The
provided cables allow your VINtrack PDA to plug into the
vehicles data link connector located under the steering wheel
in most cases. Our newest CAN enabled version will ensure
that it will communicate with the upcoming protocols to be in place by 2008.
This system is enhanced for VIN reading of GM, Ford and Chrysler which
enables you will get VIN readings when standard OBD tools will not! Any
diagnostic trouble codes will also appear to further assist you in stolen
vehicle identification and to help avoid buying a lemon.
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With one scan, VINtrack instantly checks the following:
9 VINtrack verifies each of the 17 digit VIN numbers to ensure they are correct. If any one of the 17
digits is wrong VINtrack notifies the end user.
9 VINtrack displays a full VIN decode.
9 VINtrack can notify the end user if the wrong format was used.
9 VINtrack will notify the end user in 2 different ways regarding the length of the VIN.
9 VINtrack stores a database of over 70 vehicle models over a 15 year period. This database is the heart
of VINtrack in identifying stolen vehicles and clones in over 1000 different ways.
9 VINtrack prompts the user to check for stolens with each scan and identifies clones.

The best auto theft task forces in the world use VINtrack for peace of mind – so should you!

VINtrack recently recovered several H2’s, many Escalades, Denali’s, Corvettes, Land Rovers,
Jeeps, Chryslers and Fords that looked perfect until scanned with VINtrack!

Bender Enterprises Inc. is the sole source distributor of VINtrack.
Tax ID 56-2427660
(888) 724-2597
7040 Avenida Encinas, Suite 104-193
Carlsbad, CA 92011
Additional information is available at www.VINtrack.com
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